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1. Introduction. The problem of two bodies for spheres, homogeneous in

concentric layers and finite in size, was first solved in a geometrical way by

Newton [14](1) about 1685. Euler [4] gave the first detailed analytical solu-

tion of the problem in 1744. In 1772 Lagrange [8] gave four particular

solutions of the three-body problem in his prize memoir. All solutions of the

two-body problem and Lagrange's particular solutions of the three-body prob-

lem belong to that special class called permanent configurations^), which we

we shall define presently for the case of M-bodies.

Consider n free particles in space which attract each other along lines

joining them according to any function of the distance. If all the masses are

projected with initial velocities, and thereafter are acted upon only by the

force of attraction, their orbits will be space curves. The problem of deter-

mining the positions and velocities of the bodies at any later time is the

problem of n bodies. A configuration of n bodies is said to be permanent if, as

the masses move in their respective orbits, the ratios of the mutual distances re-

main constant. Such a configuration may change in size but not in shape.

The literature on permanent configuration problems contains two methods

of approach, (1) that of establishing continuity between the configurations for

n— 1 and w-bodies, and (2) that of characterizing the configurations for any n

by the necessary and sufficient conditions which the n(n —1)/2 mutual dis-

tances must satisfy. Collinear configurations were discovered for the case n = 3

by Euler [5] and for any n by Lehmann-Filhes [9] and F. R. Moulton [13],

the latter using the first approach. Noncollinear configurations for the case

« = 3 were discovered by Lagrange [8], who also treated the collinear case.

Dziobek [3] discussed the general approach (2) and arrived at some results

for the case « = 4, which case was treated in detail by MacMillan and Bartky

[l2j. W. L. Williams [16], applying the same method, considered the non-

collinear case n = 5. Some noncollinear solutions of the w-body problem have

been found by Hoppe [7], Andoyer [l], Longley [10] and Emilia Breglia [2],

but all have some element of symmetry.

Space permanent configurations are the scarcest and have the undesirable

property that the motion of all bodies is either toward their common center
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(1) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.

(2) MacMillan [ll, pp. 71-72, 75-78].
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of gravity, in which case the configuration lasts for a finite time, or in the

the opposite direction, in which case the configuration is expanding without

limit(3). In fact it can be shown that all permanent configurations are either

space configurations of the dilating without rotation type or they are

planar(4). We shall treat only the plane configurations, and in particular only

those rotating without dilation, for if the law of attraction is the Newtonian

law and there exists a permanent configuration in which the n bodies revolve

in concentric circles about the common center of gravity, the bodies may also

move in similar conies with the common center of gravity as foci(6).

In most cases mentioned above it has not been necessary to restrict the

masses or mass ratios, but in this paper we shall, upon applying approach (1),

make certain restrictions which are sufficient, though they may not be neces-

sary, to insure continuity.

2. The equations for a permanent configuration. The problem of n bodies

belongs in the field of differential equations. If we require that the ratios of

the mutual distances remain constant, the problem becomes one of permanent

configurations and belongs in the theory of implicit functions. As pointed out

in §1, we need require only that the motion be circular, that is, the distances

themselves remain constant.

Let the origin be taken at the center of mass of the system, and let co

denote the constant angular velocity of the n masses about the origin. The

equations for a permanent configuration are(6)

'   ,        mi - X*< = 0,
j=i (?u)

(2.1) i= 1, 2, ••• ,»,

2J——r-mj - Xy, = 0,
j=i war

where X=co2, (r</)*«■ (*«—*/)*+(><•—y*)1 and the prime on the summation de-

notes the sum for all j except j equal i. It is a problem now in implicit function

theory to solve equations (2.1) for the In coordinates Xi and y< in terms of

the w+1 parameters rrii and X.

3. Existence of a point of libration. The first step in establishing continu-

ity between the solutions for n — 1 and n bodies consists of proving the exist-

ence of at least one point of libration for the case of w — 1 bodies, and this

section is devoted to that purpose.

Suppose that for a set of positive values ni\, mi, • • • , m„_i, X, and for

w^4, the first n—\ equations of each set (2.1) have a solution {xi, yf)

(3) The space configuration for n=4 was first noted by Lehmann-Filhes [9]. Cf. also Mac-

Millan [11, p. 74], and Wintner [17, p. 279].
(<) Wintner [17, pp. 287 ff.].
(6) Wintner [17, p. 300], or MacMillan [11, p. 74].

(6) Wintner [17, p. 302].
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(♦ = 1, 2, • • • , n—1) and that these points P? = (x°, y°t) are not collinear. If

an infinitesimal mass mn be added to the system at the point (x„, yn) then

xn and yn must satisfy the equations

a. t      \ ■ ■ X* (y" - yMi<t>i{x„, y„) = >. 7-;-Xyn = 0.
& [(«. - *°)2 + (y„ - y°)2]3'2

The subscript w may be omitted, and the two equations

(3.2) <b1(x,y)=0,      <*>2(x, y) = 0,

are the equations of two algebraic plane curves which we shall call C\ and C2

respectively. Since the »—1 points Pf satisfy both equations (3.1), both

curves pass through each of the P°. It will be shown that C\ and C2 have at

least one real intersection other than the H — i points P°.

In order to determine the behavior of the curves in the neighborhood of

any one of the points P°, we may write the equations for Ci and C2 in the form

0 0 2 0 2 3/2
Gi(x, y) = (x — Xi)mi + [(x — x,) + (y — yd ]   fi(x, y) = 0,

0 02 023/2
Gi(x, y) = (y — yi)mi + [(x - xl) + (y - y<) ]  /2(x, y) = 0,

where

(3.3)

izi (x — Xj)m.j
fi(%< y) = A, ~f-;-Xx,

fS [(. - x°)2 + (y - y»)2]3/2

.,   .   vi        (y - yMi
/2(x, y) = y,-Xy.

£i  [(X - x»)2 + (y - y«)2]3'2
3 1

Since/i(xj, y?)=0, and /2(x?, y?)=0 from the ith equation in each set (»2.1),

it follows that/i(x, y) and /2(x, y) may be expanded in powers of x—x? and

y—yl, vanishing for x=x?, y=y\. Thus

(x — xjwz,-
<t>i(x, y)

[(x - x°)2 + (y - y°)2]3/2

-Mjf* - x°) + JJx(y - y*) +

(3.4) o
(y - y,)w<

4>2(x, y) =
[fx - x0)2 + (y - y°)2]3'2

0 * 0
+ A,(x - xt) + B2(y - y{) +
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The slope of G is

dGl/dx_ma+3[(x-xi)%(y-y^l>%-xdMx,y) + [(x-xif^ ■■■]

ad/dy     3[(^-^2+(y-yp2]1'2(y->i%(*,y) + [(*-^2+(y-y,0)2]3/!![Si+--- ]

and the slope of C2 is

dG2/dx      3{(x-x0tf+(y-yji%-x''dMx, y)+[(*-a5)'+(y-yi)T[gi+ • • • 1
dG2/dy  mo+3[(x-^+(y-ypi]liHy-ypMx,y+[(x-xiy+(y-ypiYi2[A,+ ■■■]'

On evaluating these slopes at (x°, y°) we find that G passes through P? tangent

to x =x°i and C2 passes through P° tangent to y =y?.

We shall determine next on which side of the tangent line the curve lies in

the neighborhood of P?. Let x— x? = r cos 6, y—y\ = r sin 9 then equations (3.2)

and (3.4) become, in polar coordinates,

From (3.3) we note that dfi/dy=df2/dx, and hence B\ = A2. Since m,

and r are positive we may choose r so small that both (wi/r34--4i)

and {mi/r*-\-B2) are positive. Then as 9 varies from 0 to 27r, ipi(r, 9)

changes sign at 0 = arctan [(m,/V34-.4i)/( —Pi)], and yp2 changes sign at

fi(r, 0) = (rrii/r2 + Air) cos 8 + Bxr sin 9 4- ■ • • = 0,

fa(r, 6) = (nti/r2 + A2r) cos 9 + B2r sin d +■■ ■ = 0.

Y y
X = X° X = X°t

y= y°

Bx<0 Bi>0

Fig. la Fig. lb

0 = arctan [ — P1/(m,-/r34-^42) ]• Hence the curvature of both G and C2 at

P? depends only upon the sign of Pi. The behavior of the curves at any P?

is either that of Fig. la or Fig. lb. In case Pi = 0 the behavior of the curves
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is governed by the sign of the first nonzero quantity in the sequence

d^/dy* m djt/dxdy, d*fr/.9y* ■ d3f2/dyzdx,

and the cases pictured in Figures la and lb are all that can occur. In order

to prove that there is at least one real solution of (3.2) other than the P?,

let us denote by P° that P? which has the largest ordinate. In case Pi is nega-

tive at P° the curves are as shown in Fig. 2, and we shall prove that there is

Fig. 2

at least one real intersection of G and G in that section of the plane for which

y >y° and x>x°.

By choice of notation there are no Pj in this region and suppose that there

is no other intersection. Let P={x, y) move from P° to 4-00 along y=y°.

Along this ray P meets G first, namely at P°, and then meets G later, since

<j>i varies continuously from 4- 00 to — oo as is easily verified in (3.1). Simi-

larly, as P moves from P° to 4" 00 along x=x° it meets G first and G later.

Let this region of the plane be covered by rays leading from P° to °o. As P

moves from P° to oo along rays P°Pi, P°Z>2, • • • , it will meet G first

provided the slopes of the rays are sufficiently small, while along rays

P°Pi, P°P2, • • ■ , it will meet G first provided the slopes of these rays are

sufficiently large. If there is no intersection of G and G in the region there

is a last ray P°D of the rays P°P< along which P meets G first and a last

ray P°P of rays P"B{ along which P meets G first. The areas covered by the

rays P°Z>f and P°P,- may (a) overlap, (b) be adjacent, in which case P°D and

P°P coincide, (c) be separated by a sector BP°D.
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Before taking up these three cases let us show that all rays from P° to oo

that lie in the region x>x° and y>y° cut both curves at least once. From

(3.1) it is seen that fa and fa are continuous functions of x and y for P within

this region, and that fa and fa each vary continuously from + 00 to — oo as

P moves from P° to oo along any ray from P that lies in the region. Applying

this result (a) to rays in the sector common to P0P°P and D0P°D, we conclude

that every ray drawn from P° and lying in this sector, since it meets both

curves and meets each curve first, must pass through an intersection of C\

and Ci\ (b) to the single ray common to both sectors, we reach the same con-

clusion as in (a); (c) to rays in the sector BP°D separating those already cov-

ered, we find that every ray, since it does not meet G first and does not meet

d first but does meet them both, must pass through an intersection of C\

and &. In all cases one is led to a contradiction of the hypothesis that there

is no intersection.

It is evident that the same proof can be applied in case Pi is positive at P°.

In case there are several such points P° with the same ordinate the proof can

be applied at any one of them yielding an intersection with ordinate greater

than y°. Thus we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. There exists at least one point of libration at which a zero

mass mn can be placed, so that it will, together with the given n — 1 positive masses,

form a permanent configuration.

4. The solution as m„ becomes positive. As shown in the last section there

is a solution of (2.1) for positive X, m\, m2, ■ ■ ■ , mn-\, and mn = 0. Let this

solution be P°. Since equations (2.1) are algebraic equations with coefficients

functions of m,-, the solution functions x° and y\ are continuous functions of

mn as long as the roots are finite and the equations do not have indeterminate

forms. Consequently, x° and y° are continuous functions of mn if no x° or no y°

become infinite, or if no pair (x?, yf) becomes equal to another pair (x°k, y°k).

Furthermore, the real roots x° and y° of algebraic equations (2.1) with real

coefficients X and w,- can disappear only by passing to infinity, or by an even

number of real roots becoming complex conjugate quantities in pairs. There-

fore, the problem is to determine as mn varies whether

(1°) for all finite x? and y° any pair (x°, y°) can become equal to another

pair (x°k, yl),

(2°) any x° or y° can become infinite,

(3°) the solution (x?, y°) can ever become imaginary.

5. The Pi remain distinct. This section is devoted to problem (1°) of the

last section. We shall treat the more general case in which any ntj may vary.

Let the notation be chosen so that

.     . ooo oo
(5.1) Xi = x2 = xs = • ■ • = x„_i = x„,

where there is at least one inequality in the noncollinear case. Suppose that
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as ntj varies all Pj remain finite, and P° approaches P° in a manner (a) such

that x"^x", and tha.tj<k. In thej'th equation (2.1) there is a term involving

(x° — x°) / (r%)3 = a% which becomes negatively infinite. If this jth equation is

satisfied another term a^rrii must become positively infinite, and accord-

ing to our notation l<j. Now ct% appears besides only in the Ith. equation

and becomes negatively infinite in the term al/m,. If the Ith equation is satis-

fied a term a%mp must become positively infinite and according to the nota-

tion p<l. Continuing in this manner one arrives eventually at the situation

in which a term involving a& with one of the subscripts 1 becomes negatively

infinite. But all terms in the first equation are negative except — \x°, which

cannot become positively infinite under the hypothesis that the P° remain

finite. Hence, the hypothesis that P° approaches P£ in the manner (a) is false.

Suppose that P° approaches P°t in the manner (b) such that x°j=xl. For

this case let us choose the notation so that

0 0 0 0 0

(5.2) yi = y2 ^ y3 ^ ■ • • ^ yn-i ^ yn,

where again there is at least one inequality. In this notation, if P° becomes Pp

and P°k becomes P£, our hypothesis is that Pp approaches P° in the manner

xp = x°Q and p<q. There is a term in the (n-\-p)th equation (2.1) involving

(yp~y°q)/(.rpq)3 = ßpg< which becomes negatively infinite. By an argument simi-

lar to that of the last paragraph one eventually arrives at the situation in

which a term involving /3?s with one of the subscripts 1 becomes negatively

infinite. But all terms in the (w + l)th equation are negative except — \y°u which

cannot become positively infinite under the hypothesis that the P° remain

finite. Hence, the hypothesis that P° approaches P£ in the manner (b) is false.

This completes the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1. As the mi vary and the solution functions x? and y? remain

finite the P? remain distinct.

6. The P? remain finite. In order to show that as any m,- varies no x? or y?

can become infinite, let us again adopt the notation (5.1) and suppose that x°

becomes positively infinite. From the center of gravity equation

n

(6.1) 1^ = 0,

some x° must become negatively infinite, and from (5.1) it follows that x?

approaches — oo and x° approaches 4-°°. Consider the first equation (2.1).

In order that it be satisfied P% must approach Pj in a manner such that

x^x", that is, x\ must approach — oo. Now consider the second equation.

If it is to be satisfied, P\ must approach P\ in a manner such that x^x",

that is, x% must approach — oo. Continuing this process we are led to the con-

clusion that all x? approach — oo, hence the hypothesis must be false.
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In order to show that no y\ can become infinite, we adopt the notation

(5.2) and suppose that y° becomes positively infinite as ra3- varies. From the

center of gravity equation

(6.2) i>O-- = 0,

and the notation (5.2), it follows that y\ approaches — «>, and y° approaches

+ oo. Consider the (w + l)th, (w + 2)th, and so on of equations (2.1) and the

proof is the same as that in the preceding paragraph with the corresponding

changes in notation. Thus we have the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. As the mt vary the P? remain finite.

7. The solution as mr vanishes. Before we take up the question of the

solution becoming imaginary (3° of §4), it is to be shown that as mn ap-

proaches zero the equations (2.1) and the solution functions x° and y? remain

regular, and that there is, accordingly, only one limiting position of the P?

for the value w„ = 0. Let a solution for all positive w,- and X be P/, and let

some mj approach zero.

First, if some P'j approaches some P* in any manner then it must be that

P'j approaches P'j-\ or Pj+i, for all other possibilities lead to the fact that one

of the equations cannot be satisfied by arguments used in §§5 and 6.

Secondly, if P/ approaches P/+l in the manner xj = x/+i, and if the nota-

tion is that of (5.2) the («4-j)th equation (2.1) cannot be satisfied unless

P'j-i approaches P/ in the manner x'j—i=x'j. Thus P/-i approaches Pj+i in

the manner xjLi=x/+i as m, vanishes. But then the (ra-r-j + ljth and

(«4-j — l)th equations cannot be satisfied unless P/_2 approaches P/_i in

the manner x/_2=x/_i and P/+2 approaches P/+i in the manner x/+2 = x/+i.

This shifts the difficulty to the (n+j4-2)th and (ra-fj — 2)th equations. On

continuing this process one arrives at the (»4-l)th and (2ra)th equations

which cannot be satisfied under the hypothesis it was necessary to make.

In case P/ approaches P'j+\ in the manner xj T^Xy+i. then, if the notation

is that of (5.1), the jth equation (2.1) cannot be satisfied unless P/_i ap-

proaches P'j in the manner xj-i^xj as mj vanishes. Thus P/_i approaches

Pj+i in the manner xf-i^Xf+i. But the (j'4-l)th and (J — l)th equations can-

not be satisfied unless P/_2 approaches P/_i in the manner xj—tf*xj-i, and

P/+2 approaches Py+i in the manner x/+2^x/+i. This shifts the difficulty to

the (j — 2)th and (j'4-2)th equations, and on continuing this process one even-

tually arrives at the 1st and rath equations which cannot be satisfied under

the hypothesis it was necessary to make.

In the third place, if any xl or y/ becomes positively infinite as raz,

vanishes, it must be that xj or yf becomes positively infinite, for all other

possibilities lead to the fact that all xl or all yl become negatively infinite
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by arguments used in §6. If the notation is that of (5.1), the jth equation

cannot be satisfied as xj becomes positively infinite unless Pj approaches

P/_i in the manner xj j^xj-i, that is, x/_i must approach + 00 • Then the

(J— l)th equation cannot be satisfied unless P/_i approaches P/_2 in the man-

ner x/_i5^x/_2, in which case x/_2 approaches + ■*>. Continuing this process

one arrives at the conclusion that 00 \ j 002 f * * * f 00 j -—i) 00 I become positively

infinite, and by choice of notation n' become positively

infinite. Hence the center of gravity equation (6.1) cannot be satisfied, and

the hypothesis that x/ become positively infinite is false.

The proof that yj cannot become positively infinite as trij vanishes is pre-

cisely the same as that of the last paragraph with the notation that of (5.2)

and the argument beginning with the consideration of the (w+_/')th equation

(2.1). The proof that no xj or yj can become negatively infinite as m, vanishes

will read the same as the proof above with the words "positively infinite" re-

placed by "negatively infinite." This concludes the proof of the following:

Theorem 7.1. Any solution P[ of (2.1) for positive and X remains regu-

lar as any mi vanishes.

In particular we shall use the following corollary.

Corollary 7.1. The solution Pj for positive mi and X remains regular as

mn vanishes.

8. The condition that the P? remain real. Since the solutions of (2.1) are

continuous functions of mn, it follows that no two solutions which are real

for mn = 0 can ever become complex conjugate solutions for any positive value

of mn without having first become equal. If a multiple solution of (2.1) is

impossible for a set of finite positive values of mi, then it is impossible for

-any real solution to disappear by becoming complex or for any complex solu-

tion to become real.

The conditions that a set of simultaneous algebraic equations shall have

;a multiple solution are that a set of values of the variable shall satisfy the

equations, and that the Jacobian of the functions with respect to the inde-

pendent variables shall vanish for the same set of values.

Since equations (2.1) are invariant under a rotation of axes, let the axes

be chosen so that y2 = 0 in case « = 2, and so that yi = 0 for w = 3. It is to be

shown that for n = 2 the first three equations (2.1) are independent for all

positive values of X, mi and m2, while for « = 3 the In — 1 equations obtained

from (2.1) by omitting the (w-fT)th form an independent set for any positive

X, mi, m2, and sufficiently small positive m%, «4, • • ■ , mn.

Let Fi and Fn+i denote the left members of (2.1) and let the Jacobian of

these functions be A„. Furthermore, let the minor obtained by deleting the

(w + l)th row and (w-rT)th column of A„ be Dn and let «2:3. A real solution

P? of (2.1) for positive X, mi, m2, • • • , m„_i, and ra„ = 0 will remain real as mn
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increases from zero through positive values for which Dn does not vanish.

This will be established when it is shown that Z)„^0 for sufficiently small

positive nij,j = 3, 4, • • • , n.

The following notation will be used. 5F,/dxy = a,,-, dFn+i/dyj=bij, dFi/dy,

= dFn+i/dxj = dj. From (2.1) it follows that, for i^j,

Hy< - yd2 - im)'3(^t        Xj) ̂        (fij) ^
a,. = -.-.-mh =

(8.1)
(»■«)'

_ 3(x-j - Xj)(yj — y,)

and, for i =j,

n— 1 n— 1 «— 1^

(8.2) O-ii =   — 2~2 ai *+* ~ ^> =   — Z      i+k ~ X,      Cu =   — 2~li Ci »+*>

(9.1)

A, =

where an+n=an, bu+n = bu, Cu+n = Cn.

9. Case n = 2. Equations (2.1) in this case consist of four equations. Let

us choose the axes so that y2 = 0, then the solution of these equations is

xi = - w2/(XM2)1/3,      yi = 0,

x2 = «[/(XM2)1'3, yi = 0,

where M = m\-\-m2.

To compute the elements of A2 the following quantities, X\ — x2 — — (jVf/X)1'3,

yi-y2 = 0, n2 = (M/X)1'3, are substituted in (8.1) and (8.2). We find

- 2\m2/M - X        2Xm2/M 0 0

2\mi/M - 2Xwi/M - X 0 0

0 0 - \mi/M - \m2/M

0 0 - Xmi/M - Xw2/M

It is quite evident that A2 = 0 and it remains to be shown that the minor

D2 in the upper left-hand corner is different from zero. After adding the sec-

ond column to the first, and then subtracting the first row from the second,

- X   2\m2/M 0

D2 =      0       - 3X 0

0 0  - \mi/M

Since D2^0 for all finite positive values of X, mi and m2 the solution of (2.1)

for m2 = 0, namely, xi = 0, yi = 0, x2 = (wzi/X)1/3, y2 = 0, remains real and varies

continuously to the values given in (9.1) for all finite positive values of

X, «i and m2.

10. Case n = 3. By choosing the axes so that yi = 0 the solution of the six

equations (2.1) is
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2 2
Xi = 2(m2 + «2»»8 + m3)K, Vi = 0,

,!/2,
(10.1)    x2 = — (m2m3 + «iW3 + Im-tfiii — m3)K,      y2 = — 3   M m3K,

2 1/2
x3 = — (2mitn3 + »!i«2 + mj«3 — m2)K,      y3 = 3   if w2Ä",

where if = «!+«,+!»,, and X = l/(2X1/3M2/3(^+w2w3+wl)l/2).

If the elements of A3 are computed in terms of X, mi, m2 and w3, A3 will

vanish, as can be shown by direct computation, since the system (2.1) is

dependent and yi can be chosen arbitrarily. Z>3 is the minor obtained by leav-

ing out the 4th row and 4th column of A3 and has determinant different from

zero for all finite positive X, mi, m2, and m3, as a rather long series of com-

putations will show.

However, the proof that D3 is different from zero for all X, mi, m2 and

sufficiently small m3 is short and will be given here, since it is the same type of

proof that will be used in the general case. In the notation (8.1) and (8.2),

(10.2)    A3 = D3 =

011 0-12 O-U 011 012 Ci3

d2l 022 Q23 C2i C22 C23

031   ß32   ß33   C3i    C32 C33

Cn   Cii   Ci3   bu  bi2 bi3

c2i  c22   c23   b2i  b22 b23

c3i  c32   c33  b3i  i>32 b33

After rearranging rows and columns in A3 we have

011    012    Cll    Cl2    «13 Ci3

011 012 013 012 013

021 022 023 022 C23

031 032 033 C32 C33

021 C22 C23 022

C3l C32 C33 J32

023

033

A3 =

021    022 021 C22 023 023

Cll    Cl2 bu bl2 Cl3 bu

021    022 021 022 023 023

081    032 031 032 033 C33

031    032 031 032 033 033

and if m3 — 0, A3 and D3 become

A3 =

031 032 031 032

031    032    031 032

0

0

0

0

033 033

033 b33

and
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(10.3) Dt

-?
M

2m-i
— X
M

m\— X
4M

0

M

-(»

mi
—— X

M

0

-33'2m2

0

3
-X

4

0

-33/z(»ti—nii)

M

0

0

-33'%2

lf

»»s

X -X
4M

-33l2(mi—ni2)

M

0

9

On expanding (10.3) we obtain

(10.4) D3 = — (3 wiw2/41f )X

Since D3 of (10.2) is a continuous function of OT3 and, as (10.4) reveals, is

different from zero for positive X, m\, m2, and m3 = 0, it is different from zero

for sufficiently small positive m3.

11. Case «=4. Using the notation (8.1) and (8.2) we have

and

A =

A4 =

a,-,-

an

Cij
i,j = 1, 2, 3, 4,

021 022 023 024

C31 032 033 034

041    042    043 044

012    013 014

022    023 024

032    033 034

042    043 044

022    023 024

033

043

032

042

034

044 I

i,j = 1, 2, 3, 4.

After rearranging rows and columns, we have

014 014

024 024

034 034

014 014

024 024

034 034

044 044

044 044

A4

041 042 043 041 042 043

041 042 043 041 042 043

For W4 = 0 these become

P4 =

#3

041 042 0 43 042 043

041 042 043 042 043

014 014

024 024

034 034

024 024

034 034

044 044

044 044
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A4

Ö42 «43 041 042 043

041 042 043 041 042 043

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

044 044

044 044

Dt =

D,

041 042 0 43 042 043

041 042 043 042 043

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

044 044

044 044

Since Xi and y,- are continuous functions of nit, Dt is a continuous function

of nit and is different from zero for w4 = 0, provided that X, ni\ and «j2 are

positive, that m3 is so chosen that D3^0, and that (xt, yt) is not a multiple

solution of the 4th and 8th equations (2.1). Hence, Dt^O for sufficiently

small positive values of mt, and the solution, real for positive X, mi, m2, m3,

and w4 = 0, varies continuously and remains real for sufficiently small posi-

tive values of mt-

12. Existence of a solution for positive mn. Continuing the process of

§§9, 10, 11 it is possible for one to choose ms, me, • • • , mn-i successively so

that Di, De, ■ ■ ■ , Dn-i remain different from zero. In the general case A„

will be zero due to the dependence of equations (2.1). The minor ZJ>„ obtained

from A„ by deleting the (w-f-l)th row and («-fT)th column will be, in the no-

tation of (8.1) and (8.2) and after rows and columns have been rearranged,

01n 01n

02« 02n

Dn =

Dn

0nl 0n2 ' " ' 0n n—l 0n2 0»3 * * ' Cn n—1

0nl    0n2 ' - ' 0n n-1    0*2    0n3 " " - On n-l

For mn = 0 we have

dFjdXn dFn/dyn

Q"n—* 1 n   Cn—1 n

CZn bin

C'n—1 n       —1 n

Dn = Dn.l
dFiJdXn dF2n/dy„

Since x, and yi are continuous functions of mn, Dn is a continuous function
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of mn; and, if (x„, y„) is not a multiple solution of the rath and (2»)th equations

(2.1), -DnS^O for m„ = Q. Therefore, -D„5^0 for sufficiently small values of mn,

and the solution, real for positive X, nti, m2, • ■ • , ?ra„_i, and m„ = 0, varies

continuously and remains real for sufficiently small positive values of wi„.

This concludes the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 12.1. For arbitrary finite positive X, ni\, m2, and sufficiently small

positive m3, mj, • • • , mn there exists at least one real solution of equations (2.1).

It should be noted that, from the Theorem of Lagrange and our remark in

§10, m3 need not be restricted and hence we have the slightly more general

theorem.

Theorem 12.2. For arbitrary finite positive masses mi, m2, m3, arbitrary

finite angular velocity, and sufficiently small positive masses m^, m%, • • • , m„,

there exists at least one noncollinear plane permanent configuration.

13. A special form for the equations. In §12 we showed that under certain

conditions 2?„^0. It follows from this result that for any X, mi, m2, and

properly chosen m3, mit • • • , m„, equations (2.1) with the (ra-fT)th deleted

form an independent set. It is easy to show, by processes similar to those of

§§8 to 12, that the first and (« + 2)th may be replaced by the center of gravity

equations (6.1) and (6.2) yielding an independent set of In — 1 equations

equivalent to the one just mentioned.

It is our purpose in this section to put this latter set of 2ra —1 equations

into a form convenient for calculating a solution. We shall then solve them

for the coordinates in terms of X and the masses wz,-. Let the mass ratios be

1, m2/mi=n, mi+2/mi=ffi (i = l, 2, • • ■ , n — 2) and for the particular solu-

tion we wish to construct we shall take X=mi. The equations then become

xi + px2 + 2~2 xi+jCj = 0,

yi + py2 + Z y-t+Fi = o,

,   X2 — Xi Xi — x2+i

(f2l)3 ('2 2+))3

(13.1) Xi — xi     Xi — x2       _    Xi — x2+j
— Xi H-h-p + y. -"i ' o,

(ru)3      (r<2)3      ^ (ri2+jy

i = 3, 4, • • • , w

— yi 4-ß + -"i — 0»

where Z denotes Z"-i2 an<^ Z* denotes the sum over the same j except for

j=i-2.
Let us multiply the next to last equation by y< and the last by — Xi and
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form the sum. The resulting equation,

XiVi — xyji    Xiy-i — x2yi Xiy2+j — x2+iVi

is used to replace the next to last above. By means of the complex numbers

2;> = (yi - ys + (- l)1/s(*<y# - *#<))/('</)*

we are now able to write the In — 1 equations (13.1) in the form

xi + ixx2 + X) = 0.

yi 4- m>'2 4- 2 3'2+Jo-j = 0,

(13.2) x2 — «1     ^  »2 — «2+/
— #2 4-r 2-i-°i ~ 0'

(>-2i)3 (r22+,-)3

— y; 4- zu 4- z;2M 4- 2*z.- 2+,-a-,- = 0,     i = 3, 4, • • • , «,

which is convenient for computing the solution.

In the case w = 4 the coordinates may be expressed as power series in the

mass ratios <ri and <r2 with coefficients which are Laurent series in p. For «>4

the coordinates may be expressed as power series in (<r,/3)1/3 with coefficients

Laurent series in fx.

14. Solution for n = 4. In this case the seven equations (13.2) are

x\ 4- ßx2 4- C1X3 4- v2xi = 0,

y\ 4- ny2 4- o"iy3 4- 02y4 = 0,

X2 — X\        X2 — X3 X2 — Xi
— x2 4-1-ci 4-c2 = 0,

(r2i)3 (r23)3 (r2*)3

(14.1)

*3yi — xiy3    x3y2 — x2y3       x3y4 — x4y3
-1-p 4-f2 = 0,

(r»i)3 (r32)3     ^ (ruY

, y» - yi , y3 - y2    , y»-yi
— y3 4-m 4- ■-02 = 0,

(r3i)3 (r32)3 (r34)3

*4yi — xiyt    xKy2 — x2yt       xty3 — x3yt

-m 4-0i = 0,
(r4i)3 (ri2)* (r4a)3

yt - yi    yi - y2       yt - y3

— y* 4-m 4-01 = 0.
(r4i)3 (r42)3 (r43)3

Since one of the coordinates is arbitrary we may choose y\ = 0. The solution

of these equations may be obtained as follows. With <r2 = 0 the first five equa-

tions (14.1) form an independent set of the six equations (2.1), and the

solution functions may be obtained from (10.1) by proper change of parame-
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ters. The solution functions thus obtained and arranged in powers of o\ are

Xi = mU + m)~2/3 + —^ (1 + m)-6'3^ +■••-,
6

*»■ - - (1 + m)"2/3 + —— (1 + m)-6'Vi + ' " ■ ,
6

3!'2r    (i+m)1/3 1
(14.2) 72 = — [0---^^<ri+'""J1

1 - At 9 4- 14m 4- 13m2
x3 =-— (1 4- m)-2'3-(1 4- m)-6/Vi 4- • • ■ ,

2 12m

31/2 T 3 4c 1
y. - — (1 + m)1'3 - —— (1 + m)-2/Vi 4- • • • .

2 L 6m J

The last two equations (14.1) may be obtained from the preceding two

by the transformation, in two rowed notation,

/xi    x2    x3    x4    y2    y3    yt    m    "i ^\

(14.3) ( ),
\xi    x2    Xi    x3 — y2 —yt —y3    m    "2 o~w

and then setting <n = 0. Hence the solution functions Xi, y4 of the last two

equations may be obtained from the solution functions x3, y3 except for the

coefficients of the powers of o\. On substituting

Xi = - ((1 - m)/2)(1 + m)-2/3 4- *Gto 4- • • • ,

y< = - (31'2/2)[(1 4- m)1/3 4- <*0>)*i H-j

in the last two equations (14.1) and equating coefficients we find

/31'2     5\ 1     /2(3)!/2 29\

CiW = U+^7~Ur~3^

-(ir+T>

\   81        18/ m     \ 243 54/

/2(3)"2 8\

Im4-

(14.4)

4-

This completes the solution of (14.1) as functions of m and <t\.

In order to obtain the coefficients of <r2 in the solution functions of (14.1)

we may use the fact that the system (14.1) remains unchanged by the trans-

formation (14.3) and that the solution functions must have this same prop-
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erty. Coefficients of higher powers of the parameters may be computed, and

herein lies the convenience of the form (14.1). The coefficients of any term

a\a\ in the expansion of x\, y2, x2, x3, y3, xit y4 may be determined successively,

and in this order, by substituting series with undetermined coefficients into

the equations in the order given in (14.1).

The solution for « = 4, computed as described above and arranged in

powers of <r2, will follow immediately. The coefficients in this series are them-

selves arranged in powers of <j\ with coefficients which are Laurent series in y..

Xl = M(l 4- m)~2/3 4- -—- (1 + m)-6'3^ + •

(14.5)

f 3 — ju
+ i— (14-m)-6'3

+ KT*5)7+-]«+-:-}
x2 1 4- m)~2/3 4-        (1 4- m)-6/3*i 4- • • • 4- I

I 6

r»+ • •

1-3/x
(1 +m)-6/s

+

y2 =

3l/2

2

[_-L+. ..]„+...}
(„_<!±^!.I;... + |

««+••• ,

(l 4- m)i/3

x3 =

+13+ •]'•+• }"+-)'
1 - m 9 4- 14/i 4- 13m2

-(I 4- m)"2/3-£-(1 4- m)-6'3*! 4-
2 12pi

|Y31/2     5\ 1      /2(3)1'2     29\     /31/2 7\

+ \fe+i2"J7"V~8l—3^-U" + 7>

y3 =

4- • • • 4-

'(1 4-m>

+

+

4-

1687X 1
z)- +

r/5(3)1/2

L\ 2-36 2-36/m2

3I/2/ 3-f-m

-ry»+**.--sr
j/2(3)1'2 5\ 1 /8(3)"2 11\

IV 81 + 18/ m + \ 243 + 54/

/2(3)"2 8\

v~n—
/2

c2 +

(1 4- m)~2/Vi 4-

74K3)1

A 3"

3173\ 1
4--1—4-

2237 / m2
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1 - n r/31'2     5\ 1      /2(3)1'2 29^
X4

2

r/31'2     5\ 1      /2(3)1'2 29\
(l+M)-2/3+ -+ —)-(--)

L\ 27     12/ m     \   81 36/

/31'2     7\ "I

v 12/x

K5C3)1'2     1687\ 1 "I )

31'2/ r/2(3)1/2      5\ 1      /8(3)1'2 11\

2 \ LA   81       18/ n     \ 243 54/

/2(3)1'2     8\ "1 ( 3+ß

+(-ir-«)"+'-J"+"- + {-^r(1+')-'"
K41(3)"2     3173 \ 1 1 ) \

15. Points of libration for w = 4, 5. In order to find a point where w*6 = 0

may be introduced, we must solve the pair of equations given by the last of

equations (13.2) for the case « = 5, namely,

•461       An A S3 An
+ —TT /* + ,   s. ffi + ~t~T7 a* = 0>

(r6i)3      (r62)3 (r63)3 (rM)

,        , ys - y2    , yi - j3      yt- y*
— ye 4-p 4-ci 4-o~2 — 0,

(rsl)3       (r62)8 (r63)3 (r64)3

where Aij=X0j—x$i.

If (Ti = 0 these equations are precisely those which determine P3, hence P6

coincides with P3 for o"i = 0. Furthermore, P6 = P3 is a solution of equations

(15.1) for ctif^O, the identity being in /i, a\ and cr2. In order to obtain a solution

of (15.1) having the property (in §5) that P6^P3, we let <ti = 3j'3. Upon sub-

stituting

*5 = - -y^ (1 4- m)-2/3 + Pi(i4> + p*(n)»*

+ Ptfji)** + ■ ■ ■  + Cl(m>2 4" • • • ,
(15.2;

3i/2

y6 = — [(1 + m)1'3 4- qi(ji)v + ?»G»V

4- ^(m)"3 4- ■ • • 4- c2(m)<^2 4- • • • ]

in (15.1) the pi{p) and 3,(^1) may be determined by equating coefficients of v.
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The functions ci(m) and c2(p) are the same as in (14.4). The result is

/ll \ / 1     125 \
m = ±(_-tm4----), m = ± [- + -,+ ■ ■ ■ ),

9 4- 14m 4- 13m2
PM =- (1 + m)-6'3,

4m
(15.3)

<?,(m) - ±(- l        + ■••), 91GO - ±(7 + ^"+

3 4- m
?3(m) = - —— (1 4- m)-2'3-

2m

Thus, as o"i increases from zero to a positive value, a point of libration, de-

noted by P*, branches off from P3 and moves to a finite distance from P3.

We shall use only the upper sign in (15.3).

The solution of
-4 ei        -4e2 A a A ei

-1-m 4-fi 4-02 = 0,
,„ „ (re,)3      (r62)3^      (r63)3 (r64)3

(15.4)
y6     y6 - y2   , ye - y3    , y«- y*

— ye 4-m 4-ci 4-<r» = (J
(rei)3       (r62)3 (r«3)3 (r64)3

for the libration point P6* may now be obtained from (15.2) by the trans-

formation

'xi x2 x3 Xi xb x6 y2 j3 y4 y& ye m <n "2

\x\    x2    xt    x3    #6    Xi — y2 — y4 — y3 — ye — ys    m    <^2 fi )•

which reduces (15.4) to (15.1). Therefore, as a2 increases from zero to a posi-

tive value, a point of libration P*, whose coordinates are

1-m /'*\u*
x, =-— (1 4- m)-2'3 4- ci(mVi 4- • • • 4- Pi(ß) (-j)

+

(15.5)

ye =

+ *G0 (7)" 3+ M (7)

- — I (1 4- m)1/3 4- e*G»>i 4- • ■ • 4- ?i(m)(v)

+ 92(m) (j )23+ 93(m) (7) + " ' ]'

branches off from P4 and moves to a finite distance from P4.

As the masses w6 and m6 increase from zero to positive values, the solution
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functions (14.5), (15.2) and (15.5) must be extended to include powers of

(cr3/3)1/3 and (<r4/3)1/3. This can readily be accomplished by the substitution

(xi   x2   x3   x4   x6   x6   y2   y3   y4   y&   y&   p   <ji   <j2   a3 <r4\

xi   x2   x6   x6   x3   x4   y2   ys   y6   y3   y4   p   a3   a   ax <jJ'

which leaves the system (13.1), for « = 6, unchanged.

16. The solution functions for any n. It is evident that the process carried

out in the last section may be repeated until the system contains any finite

number of masses. Concerning the points of libration at any stage, we have

the following theorem.

Theorem 16.1. .4s masses m2k-i and m2k are added to the system, by allowing

them to increase from zero to some sufficiently small positive values at points P2k-i

and P2k respectively, two points of libration P*t+1 and P*i+2 branch off from

P2k-\ and P2k respectively.

In regard to the solution functions at any stage the following theorem is

evident.

Theorem 16.2. As masses m2k+\ and m2k+2 increase from zero to some suffi-

ciently small positive values, the solution functions x< and y,- (i = 1, 2, • • • , 2k+2)

vary continuously and may be expressed as power series in (o2k-i/3y13 o,nd

(o"2fc/3)1/3, where a2k-i and a2k are the mass ratios m2k+\/m\ and m2k+2/mi re-

spectively.

As pointed out in §14, all the solution functions for n = 4 are power series

in (Ti and c2. This is due to the fact that equations (13.1) are invariant under

the transformations

where the sign is to be taken "4-" if i,j are both even or both odd, otherwise

" —," and also to the fact that the solution functions if w = 4 are power series

in (7i. For w>4 we note that only xj, x2 and y2 are power series in at, and

hence only these three functions are power series in the mass ratios

oi, cr2, • • ■ , an-2. Since x6 and y6 are power series in (cri/3)1/3, it follows

that Xi and y< (i = 3, 4, • • ■ , n) are power series in (<xi/3)1/3, (ff2/3)1/3, • • • ,

(cn_2/3)1/3. It should be noted, however, that x< and y< (i = 3, 4, • • • , n)

may be power series in (<ri/3)1/3, (cr2/3)1/3, • • ■ , (crn_3/3)1/3, (a„-2/3), but

this solution does not have the property stated in Theorem 5.1, for as mn-2

vanishes P„_i and Pn coincide.

Let (o-j/3)1/3 = rJ/3. In case the solution functions are power series in r\l%,

i = l, 2, • • • , n — 2, the following functions have all the properties stated

in theorems of §§5, 6, 7, 8 and constitute a solution of (13.1).

i j = 3, 4, • • ■ n
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Xi = #i,o + #i,i23 T2i-i + #i,i23 TU + #i.2Z3 t2j-i + #i,2X) T2;3

4" #1,323 r2/-l 4" #1,323 T2j 4" • • • ,

yi = K1.0 4- Jfi.iX t2,_i 4- A^i.i^ 72j 4- T21-1 4- -Ki,223 t2j-

+ -^1,3^ T2j_l 4~ -^1,3^ T2j 4" • • - .

#2 = -02,0 4" H2,l2~2 7"2)-l 4" ^2,1^ T2j   4" ffs,!^ T2,-_l 4" #2,223 T2j

4" #2,3^3 T2)'-l 4" ^2,3^ T2)- 4" • • • ,

A'2 = A^2,o 4~ K2,l2^1 T2,_l 4" -^2,1^ t2'   "t" "^2.2S T2j-1 4" -^2,2^ T2j

(16.1) 4- K2,z2Z rii-i + Ki.zT, T2, + ■ ■■ ,

X2i+1 = #21+1,0 4" #2i+l,l23'T2)'-l 4" #2i+l,l23'r2)   4" #2i-t-l .2T^/rai-l

4" #2i+l,2^'T2j-   + Ä«+l,*£ 1"2,_1 4" -flr2i+l,3       T2) 4" • - • ,

y«+i = 7Tj,-+i,o + K~2i+i,i2^1'T2i-i 4" 3f«4-i,tX#'T*i "I- JKi*fi,i£*Tif-i

+ A^2i+l,2S'T2j 4" A^2.+ l,3^ 1"2)-1 4" 7^21+1,3^ T2,' 4" ' - * ,

#2i+2 = #2i+2.0 4" •#2i+2,lS'T2)-l 4" #2*+*.l2'T* J   4" #2i4-2.2 T^.Va ,-l

4" 2?«J+*i*]!C'TSi 4" #2i+2,32I T2)-l 4" ffgl+MjC *W "t* * * ' >

>l2i+2 = A'2i+2,0 4" K2t+2,lS'T2j'-l 4" K.2iA-2,\2~l,'TZi   4" A^2,4-2.2 T^Vg ,..1

4" A^2,+2,2X'r2,-   + Ä^2i+2,3X^ T2/-l 4" ^21+2,32 T2j 4" ' - - ,

where 2~L denotes the sum over j from 1 to the largest integer in (« — 2)/2,

and 23' the same sum over j except for j = The H's and üT's are functions

of p and the nonzero ones are

But = m(1 4- aO"2'3, #1.3 = #1,3 =        (1 4- a0~6/3,

#2,0 =-(14- a0~2/\

^ _        2 2
#2,3 = #2,3 =- (1 4" ao"6'3, K2.Z =  ~ i?2,3 =-(14- m)1'3,

2 Ai

#2i+i,o = #2,+2.o = - ~y^(l + m)-2/3,

31/2

A-2i+l,0 =   -  A-2,+2,0 = — (1 4" m)"3,
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_ 1 1
772«+l,l ~ #21+2,1 — " m 4"

2 4

A^2i+l,l —   — i^2i+2,l

3l/2

2

_ 1 125
Hti+1,2 =   #2r+2,2 =   —-1-~m +

6 144

A^2i+1,2 —
_ 31'2/1     25 \

2 \3     72 /

_ 9 4- 14/x 4- 13m2
#2.+,,3 = #2,+2,3- (l 4- m)-6/3,

4m

_ 31'2 (3 4-m)
ä-2.+2.3 -  - ä-2i+2,3 =  - -— (l 4" m)-2/3,

4m

_ 3I/2     5     2(3)1'2    29    31'2 7

Bsi+t,t = ffsf+i.1 = ——h-—-h — — — f —r M + • • • ,
9m     4m       27       12     27 3

ÄSi+2,8 =   — A^2t+1,3

3i/2/2(3)i/2     5      8(3)i/2     n     2(3)1'2 8

=-(-4- — + —-4- —4--m-m4-
2 \ 27m      6m       81        18       27 9 >

Since (16.1) is a solution of (13.1), and hence of (2.1), for values of

o"i, o"2, • • • , (Tn-2 for which the series converge, and these values may be at-

tained by choosing ni\ sufficiently large, we may state Theorem 12.2 as fol-

lows:

Theorem 16.3. Given n — 1 arbitrary finite masses it is possible to choose an

additional mass sufficiently large and an angular velocity sufficiently great, so

that the n masses form a noncollinear plane permanent configuration.

17. The polygon formed by the P,-. A diagram illustrates clearly the prop-

erties of a solution. In case n = 1 the polygon, Fig. 3a, consists of one point Pi

at the origin. There is one point of libration P2* at a distance (\/wi)1/3 = l

from Pi. As a zero mass m2 is placed at P* and allowed to increase to a

positive value, so that (m2/mi) =(i>0, the configuration for n = 2 is obtained.

The polygon now consists of the line segment P1P2, Fig. 3b, with two points

of libration P3* and P* not collinear(7) with Pi and P2. These points are the

vertices of equilateral triangles with side P1P2 = (1 4~m)1/3-

As a zero mass ms is placed at P3* and allowed to increase to a posi-

(7) The points of libration collinear with PiP2 are obtained by solving the first three equa-

tions (2.1) for X3, where re = 3 and y1 = yi = yl = m3 = 0. For fixed order Xi, x%, x% this is equivalent

to Lagrange's quintic, cf. Lagrange [8, p. 277], or Tisserand [15, p. 155].
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tive value, so that (m3/nii) =<r1>0, the configuration for n = 3 is obtained.

The polygon in this case is the triangle PiP2P3, Fig. 3c, which by the Theorem

of Lagrange is an equilateral triangle of side (14-m4-0'i)1/3. There are at least

two(8) points of libration P4* and P*. In general there is an («-f-2)-sided

polygon consisting of n points P< and two libration points P*+1 and Pt+i.

Fig. 3c

From the solution functions (16.1) we observe an interesting property

which we state in the following theorem.

(8) According to Henrichsen [6], if the three masses are equal there are ten points of libra-

tion.
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Theorem 17.1. As the masses mt (i = 3, 4, • • • , «), located respectively at

points Pi, approach zero the points Pi cluster about the two libration points for

the two body problem.

The geometric properties of these w-sided polygons, whether they are con-

vex or concave, have not been determined. Furthermore, the possibility of

removing the restrictions on the mass ratios seems to depend upon whether

the determinant Dn in §12 is different from zero for all values of the masses.
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